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3 Dollarbird Dr, Pomona

Mountain View Lifestle
Positioned perfectly on the block to capture Mt Cooroora views from
the expansive inclusive living deck space. This immaculate property
features gorgeous spotted gum flooring, open plan living and
welcomes cool breezes throughout from the elevation. Featuring a
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SOLD for $705,000

Property TypeResidential
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21

well-appointed modern kitchen with gas cooking, granite-look bench

Agent Details

tops, Bosch dishwasher and space to appreciate shared family

Monica Quinn - 0421 559 409

gatherings. Additional inclusions are:
A considered Easterly aspect on 1,332m2
Four bedrooms with built ins, Two bathrooms,
Master suite with walk in robe and ensuite
Separate media room
Fans throughout
Tinted windows throughout
Solar and hot water
Colourbond roof, Weatherboard exterior
An expansive space downstairs
A freshwater 10-meter Bionizer pool
Additional water tanks

Office Details
Blue Moon Cooroy
SHOP 2 14 Maple St Cooroy, QLD,
4563 Australia
07 5447 7866

Beautifully established gardens and orchard
Minutes to Schools, Parks, IGA, and transport. Property
conveniently located with direct access to highway to Brisbane.
To compliment relaxed living as a priority this property boasts an
additional deck for a garden view, ideal for any stressful day to come
home to, or that Zen space to work from the comfort of your home.
If the four bedrooms is simply not enough for your expanding family,
there is so much space that can double the property size downstairs
subject to council approval.
For an exclusive inspection of this amazing property please contact
Monica Quinn from Blue Moon Property, Cooroy on 0421 559 409.
The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not
that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept
any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should
make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.

